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SPECTRAL SYMMETRY OF THE DIRAC OPERATOR
IN THE PRESENCE OF A GROUP ACTION
H. D. FEGAN AND B. STEER
Abstract. Let G be a compact Lie group of rank two or greater which acts
on a spin manifold M of dimension 4k + 3 through isometries with finite
isotropy subgroups at each point. Define the Dirac operator, P , on M relative
to the split connection. Then we show that P has spectral G-symmetry. This
is first established in a number of special cases which are both of interest in
their own right and necessary to establish the more general case. Finally we
consider changing the connection and show that for the Levi-Civita connection
the equivariant eta function evaluated at zero is constant on G .

1. Introduction
For a selfadjoint elliptic operator D on a compact Riemannian manifold M
the eta function n(s) is defined as

(1.1)

n(s)=

Y, signÂ|A|-s,

re(s)>dimM,

Xea'(D)

where a(D) is the spectrum of D and a'(D) = oD - {0} . When a compact
group G acts, and D is equivariant, then each eigenspace Vx (X ^ 0) is a
finite-dimensional G-space, and one sets

(1.2)

r,(g,s)=

J2 ^(g\Vx)signX\X\-s.
X€o'(D)

This function is defined and discussed in the series of papers [2] where it is
shown that if D is an operator like the Dirac operator, then n(g, s) has a meromorphic extension to the whole of C ; one, moreover, which is holomorphic at
0. Now, we suppress g from the notation and think of z/(0) G 7?(G) <8>z
R,
the character ring of G with coefficients in R. (For operators like the Dirac
operator, the value at 0 of the eta function is real.)
On an odd-dimensional spin manifold, the value z/(0)mod Z for the Dirac
operator is an analogue of the A genus for even-dimensional spin manifolds. It
vanishes for manifolds of dimension 4zc+ 1 for (trivial) algebraic reasons, but
in dimensions 4zc+ 3 it is a rather delicate invariant. One cannot really expect
that it should vanish if there is an Sx action in the way that the A genus does
[2]. (Indeed for quotients of PSL2(R) we know that it does not [10] and that

z/(0) as a rational character is not constant.) One can vary the Dirac operator,
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not just by altering the metric, but by changing the connection through metric
preserving ones, as for example in [11]. When there is an action of a Lie group
G of rank > 2 we are able to prove a number of vanishing theorems. The main

result is the following.
Theorem 1.1. If G, a compact Lie group, acts on the spin manifold M4k+i
through isometries, and with finite isotropy subgroups at every point, then for a
certain connection, the split connection, the spectrum of the Dirac operator P is

G-symmetric if rank G > 2.
This main result is proved by establishing a number of special cases. When
taken together these are equivalent to Theorem 1.1.
The first of these special cases is when M is the quotient of G by a discrete
subgroup T:M = T\G. While this case is eventually subsumed by another
special case, it is both necessary in order to prove this other case and also of

interest in its own right.
Theorem 1.2. If G is a compact Lie group of rank > 2 and T is any discrete
subgroup then rjr\G(s) = 0.
Here we have stated the result using the eta function, z/r\G, of the Dirac
operator F on T\G which is defined in equation (1.1). This result is proved
in §2 where it appears as Theorem 2.6.
It is a surprising fact while Theorem 1.1 holds when G is an abelian group
or a nonabelian group, neither of these cases can be deduced from the other
and a different proof is used for each case. The reason why the case of a
nonabelian group G does not establish that for its maximal torus F is that a
connection which is split for G may not be split for F. For example, Theorem
1.2 holds using the Levi-Civita connection on G and the Levi-Civita connection
is decidedly not split for T. The essential difference between the nonabelian
and abelian cases is that, with respect to the left invariant trivialization, the
Dirac operator has a nonzero constant term in the nonabelian case but not in
the abelian one.
The abelian case is studied in §4 and the nonabelian case in §5. In both cases,
the statement of the result is the same. The space of spinors is decomposed into
finite dimensional invariant subspaces Sgtx- These are invariant under both the
group action and the Dirac operator F. The result is that F restricted to act
on Sg^x has spectral symmetry.
Theorem 1.3. The operator P restricted to act on Säj
and -p and these have the same multiplicity.

has two eigenvalues p

This result is proved as Theorem 4.5 in the abelian case and Theorem 5.10
in the nonabelian case. A precise description of Sgtx is somewhat involved and
is left until later in the paper.
The final section, §6, is concerned with changing the connection. If V is a
connection which preserves the metric, P is the corresponding Dirac operator
and z) the corresponding eta function, then we can compare these to the split
ones. As noted earlier, the equivariant eta function of equation (1.2) defines an
eta invariant in the ring 7?(G) <8>zR. Our result is that modulo representations
this is independent of the choice of connection.
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Theorem 1.4. Reduced mod R(G), that is an element of R(G) ® R/7?(G),
*Ig{o>S) is constant.
This is proved as Corollary 6.5.
To complete the paper is an appendix on the rank one case. Many of the
details of the rank one case have been studied earlier, see [5] for the compact
case and [10] for the noncompact case. However, this case is interesting, especially to physicists, in its own right and shows the necessity of the restriction
rank G > 2 for our results. We show by an explicit calculation that Theorem

1.2 holds for G = SU(2) and T = {7} but does not hold for G = SU(2) and
T = {7, -7} when T\G = SO(3).
The first author was supported by an Efroymson Memorial Lectureship.

2. Spectral

symmetry on a compact group

Let G be a compact nonabelian Lie group with Lie algebra *§ and let p he
a bi-invariant metric. Let V be the corresponding Levi-Civita connection on
G. Set x —Aoao" where A: spin(^) —>End S is the spin representation on Lie
algebras and ad: G —>spin(S') is the lift of the adjoint representation. If G is
not simply connected there may be several spin structures. We use S to denote

the trivial spin bundle over G, given by identifying T(G) with f xG by left
translation. Then we may identify

(2.1)

C0O(S) = C°°(G)®S,

and lift the connection V to S in the natural way. The Lie algebra ¿/ is

contained in the Clifford algebra Cliff(^) (defined so XY + YX = -2p(X, Y))
which acts on S by Clifford multiplication. Pick an orthonormal basis Ex, ... ,
Er for 3?.

Lemma 2.1. (i) X(X) = -\ £[X, E^
(ii) VElV = -\Y\Ej,E¡]E¡w,

,

where the sums are over the index i which runs from 1 to r and \p is a basic
spinor.
Proof. For (i) we observe that since ad is a lifting of ad we have

(2.2)

x(X)Y-YX(X)

= [X,Y].

A direct calculation now gives the result as in [3]. If o)í¡ is the matrix of V (so

that VxEj = ¿^(o¡j(X)Ej) lnen ^¥ - -^Y^^ij^i^jW > see [5]. Thus using
the well-known fact that VXY = {[X, Y] we have (ii). □
The Dirac operator is defined by

(2.3)

P<p= YlcoEiVE,<peCc°(S),

where co = i(-r+x^r+2)/2Ex■■•Er is the volume element and the multiplication

is

Clifford multiplication. Choose a spinor basis for S corresponding to the basis
E\,...,
E, for &. The computation of F can be carried out in terms of that
of Pip for a basic spinor ip = 1 ®5 since

(2.4)

P(f®s) = '$2i;(El)f®coEls + fP<p.
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Here v(E¡)f is the directional or Lie derivative of f in the direction of the
left invariant field given by E¡. We shall also write LEJ for u(E¡)f. Now
make the following definitions:

(2.5)

Q = J2 v(Eù ®œEi and

(2.6)

M = ¿2(oEiX(Ei)

so Q: C°°(S) - C°°(S) and M: S -» S.
Proposition 2.2. For a basic spinor y/, P\p = ±(1 <s>
M)\p .
Proof. From Lemma 2.1 we have

(2.7)

VejV = $X(Ej)¥

and the result of the proposition now follows immediately.

Corollary 2.3. P = Q+\(l®

D

M).

Before proceeding we introduce the following notation: the anticommutator ^477+ BA of two operators is denoted by {A, 77}; the Casimir operator -Y2v(Ei)2 by fi. Choose a simple system of roots for S? and let
P = 2 S a > 0° be half the sum of the positive roots. Finally set

(2.8)

R = Y,HEi)®x(Ei).

Lemma 2.4. (i) Q} = v(Q) ® 1 + 27?,
(ii) M2 = 9\\p\\2,

(iii) {Q, 1®M} = -6R,

(iv) (l®M)R = R(l®M),

(v) QR = RQ,
(vi) x(X)M = MX(X) for all X e% .
Proof. Each part is proved by a simple direct calculation. Note that the power
(r+ l)(r + 2)/2 of i in œ results in œEœ = E for any basis vector E, which
in turn implies of1 = (-l)r_1 . We verify part (ii) as an illustration.

(2.9)
M2 = ^(oEiX(Ei)coEjX(Ej)

= ^EIx(El)EJx(Ej)

= I YJ(EiEjX(Ei)x(Ej) + EjEiX(EJ)x(El) + £ E,[E,, Ej]X(Ej))

= I {Y,EiEj(x(Eí)X(Ej) - X(Ej)x(Ei)) - 2£ y(F,)2} - 4^ y(F7)2

= 1 £ EiEjX([Ei,Ej]) - 5 £ x(Eif.
Now

£ EiEjX([Ei, Ej]) = - £[£,, Ej]Ejx(Es)
= 4£y(Fí)2
= -4y(í2).
Thus M2 = 3X(£l) = 9\\p\\2 , since x is the sum of irreducible representations
each taking the same value, 3||¿>||2, on fl. D

The space of sections T(S) has been identified with C°°(G)®S. The PeterWeyl theorem decomposes C°°(G), and hence C°C(G)®S with 3? acting via
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v ® 1, into the completion of a sum of representations of G: C°°(G) = 0F¿
where Vx is the isotypic component of type X. The Lie algebra %? has a
nontrivial action on S via y so that each term in the sum decomposes further:
Vx® S = © Sg , where Sg is the isotypic component of type 6 . Now on Sg
the operator 7? is a constant as we may see by calculating

(2.11)

7c= £ v(Ei)®X(Ei)
,
= - 5>(F,) ® 1 + 1 ® x(E¡))2 - u(Ei)2 ® 1 - 1 ® ¿(F,)2.

Hence on Se

(2.12)

7c|Se = i(-é/(Q)+A(Q)

+ y(Q))

= 2(-||0
+ />ll2+ ll¿+ />||2+ 3||/>H2).
2*

Since x(X)M = Mx(X) and 7?(1®A7)= (1®AF)7?,the spaces Sg are invariant
under M. These spaces are also invariant under Q.

Proposition 2.5. When rank G > 1, (i) txM\Sg = 0 azzri(ii) trß|S0 = 0.
Proof, (i) First, we show that txM\S = 0. Let Up he the subspace of Cliff(G)
spanned as a vector space by Eix ■■■Eip, ix < i2 < ■■■< ip . Then for X eUp ,
we have

(2.13)

trX = 0 fox p^O.

Now, if rank G > 1, then dim G = r > 3 and so r - 3 > 0. Since [E¡, Ej] is
orthogonal to both E¡ and Ej , we see

(2.14)

M=\¿Z

œE^E'. £/]^ € tfr-3>

and so txM = 0.
If dim G is even, we replace the group G by Gx Sx and the Lie algebra S?
by ^ © R. The space of spinors S for G is the same as the space of spinors
for G x Sx. Let E be a unit vector in the R component of f ®R. Then
the isotypic component

Sg for ^

decomposes

under the action of E into

Sq ® Sg , two isotypic components for 3? © R. Thus to show tr M\Sg = 0, it
is sufficient if we assume dim G is odd.
Recall that y = Ao ad so if we look at the weights of y we find p is a highest
weight occurring with multiplicity 2" where n = \(l - I), I = rank,f. This
follows since the weights of A are given by {^(±«1 ±a2 ± ■■■± ar)} with {a,}
the simple roots of SO(S?). Thus 2nVp is a subspace of S, and since they have
the same dimension this gives S = 2nVp . Decompose S into the eigenspaces

of M: S = S+ © S~ . Since tr M = 0 and M2 is a constant dimS+ = dimS- .
As M isa G-map, S+^S' = 2"-xVp so VX®S=■(Vx®S+)®(Vx®S~) and so

Vx®S= ®Sg with Se=S+®Sg

and dimS+ = dimS~. Thus trA7|Se= 0.

(ii) With respect to the splitting Sg = S£ © S¿", A/" has matrix ( q _°q),
a = 3\\p\\. Let the block matrix of Q with respect to this decomposition be
(CBD). Then since {Q, 1 ® M} = -6R
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where ß = ¿(-||0 + p\\2 + \\X+ p\\2 + 3\\p\\2) is the value of 7?|Se. Since

a¿0,

A = -D,and

txQ\Se = 0.

D

Theorem 2.6. If rank G > 1 azzo*Y is any discrete subgroup of G then nr\G(s) =

0.
Proof. Since P = Q + \(l®M)
(2.16)

P2 = v(Çl)®l-R

+ \M2.

Thus on Se P2 has the constant value a2 :

a2 = X(Q) + x2d(Çï)- Í2X(Q)- iy(Q) + (¡)\\p\\2

= 2(H0+ />ll2
+ ll¿+ /?ll2)-4-|l/>ll2By Proposition 2.5 txP\Sg = 0 and so both a and -a occur as eigenvalues
of F and have the same multiplicity. Over T\G the space of sections of S
decomposes: r(S) = 0F¿<g>S and Vx®S = 0S# into G isotypic components
with respect to the actions v ® 1 and v ® X\Vx® S. The presence of T just
changes the multiplicity of X in the isotypic component Vx. Spectral symmetry
on each Sg yields the result of the theorem. D

In fact, from this proof, we can obtain the spectrum of F.

Proposition 2.7. Let a be an eigenvalue of P then
a2 = \(\\6 + p\\2 + \\X+ p\\2)-

±\\p\\2.

Both eigenvalues, a and -a, occur with equal multiplicity Y \ny(X, 8) dim ne ,

with the sum over all X and 6 such that \\X+ p\\2 + \\0 + p\\2 = 2a2 + j\\p\\2
and nr(X ,8) is the multiplicity of Se in Vx®S.
Equation (2.16) is equivalent to the Weitzenbock

(2.18)

formula

P2 = V*V + \k,

where k is the scalar curvature, see [4]. By the "strange formula" of Freudenthal
and deVries zc = 6\\p\\2. Comparing (2.16) and (2.18) shows they are the same

if and only if
(2.19)

V*V = zv(i!)®l-7<

+ !||p||2.

This can be checked directly.
Proposition 2.8. Ozza compact Lie group V*V = u(Q.) ® 1 - 7?+ 3/4||/9||2.
Proof. Since V^F, = 0 in this particular case VV = - Y, Vf,VE¡ ■Now

(2.20)

V£,(/V) = v(Ei)fy, + \fx(E>)V

and so

(2.21)

V£/V£l(./» = y(El)2fy/ + v(Ei)fX(Ei)ip + ±/y(F,)V.

Hence

(2.22)

V*V(/>) = u(Çl)f¥ -Y,y(E,)fix(Ei)W + i/*(0)V,

which is the result in the proposition since /(Q) = 3||/9||2.

D
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isotropy group action

Let G be a compact Lie group and let A be a compact spin manifold of odd
dimension. Let G act on N by isometries so that all the isotropy groups are
discrete and such that the action lifts to an action on the spin bundle. Let %? he
the Lie algebra of G and pick a basis Ex, ... ,Er for ¥? which is orthonormal
with respect to the Killing form. By the formula

(3.1)

Ef(p) = lim
Uf(exvtEp) - f(p))
z-»o t

we can define global vector fields, also denoted by Ex, ... , Er, on N.

Let

V be the subbundle of T(N) spanned by Ex, ... , Er, so V is the trivial
bundle NxS?, then this is a foliation of N induced by the action of G. Using
the metric p of N, we get an orthogonal decomposition into horizontal and
vertical components:

(3.2)

T(N) = 77© F

Since G acts by isometries, 77 is invariant under G. We also require that p\V
gives the Killing form metric so that Ex, ... , Er form an orthonormal basis of
vector fields for V. We shall use Latin subscripts to run from 1 to r.
For p e N, there is the isotropy group Gp and hence a Gp-slice D in N,
see [8]. The slice D can be taken to be an open disc with center p in a Gpinvariant subspace. Let Er+X, ... , E„ be an orthonormal basis of vector fields
on D, then we can choose D so Er+X, ... , En form an orthonormal basis for
H\D. Using the action of G, we obtain vector fields Er+X, ... , E„ on the orbit
GD = %, an open set in N. Thus {Ex, ... , E„} is an orthonormal basis for
T{¡2¿). We shall use Greek subscripts to run from r + 1 to zz.
The horizontal vector fields Ea are invariant by construction, see [7]. That
is

(3.3)

[F;, Ea] = 0.

On N we use the split connection V . This is defined on the basis {Ex,...,En}
in the following way. First, on vertical and horizontal vectors:
VElEJ=x2[ElE]],

(3-4) VEaEß= \ J2((Ej, [Ea, Eß})- (Ea, [Eß, Ey\)- (Eß, [Ea, Ey]))Ej,
y
This V is the Levi-Civita connection of G on vertical vectors and, in the
case when G acts freely, V on horizontal vectors is the lift of the Levi-Civita
connection of N/G. This connection is called the split connection because it
is zero on mixed expressions:
(3.5)

VElEß = VEnEj = 0.

A consequence of this, which will be needed later, is the following proposition
and its corollary.

Proposition 3.1. Let X e G. Then, X(En , [Eß , Ej]) = 0.
Proof. By the Jacobi identity and (3.3), we have

(3.6)

[X, [Eß , Ey]] = -[Ey, [X, Eß]] - [Eß , [Ey, X]] = 0.
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Thus, using (3.3), we see

(3.7) X(Ea,[Eß,Ey])

= ([X,Ea],[Eß,Ey])

+ (Ea,[X,[Eß,Ey]])

= 0. D

Corollary 3.2. If X e G, then VxVEaEß = 0.
Proof. From (3.4), and using (3.5), we see

(3.8)
VxVE.Eß = ^Vx ¿Z((Ey, [Ea , Eß]) - (Ea , [Eß , Ey})- (Eß , [Ea , Ey]))Ey
y

= i £X«Er ' Œ*' EßV- (E°' lEß' ErV- <Eß' lE°' Ey^Er
y
Using Proposition (3.1), we see that each of the three coefficients of Ey is zero,
which proves the corollary. D

The decomposition (3.2) of the tangent space gives rise to a decomposition
of the Clifford algebra:

(3.9)

Cliff(TN) S Cliff(77)® Cliff(V)

and hence to a decomposition of the spin bundle

(3.10)

S='SH®Sv.

Notice that since V is trivial, the bundles Sv and Cliff(F) are also trivial.
Let V be a connection on T(N), which preserves the metric. Then the spinor
connection, also denoted by V, on a basic spinor y/ associated to elements of
the basis Ex, ... ,En is

(3.11)

VxV =-\¿Z& xEi)Ew-X-YJ$ xEa)Eay

where the multiplication

(3.12)

is Clifford multiplication.

œ = i"Ex ,...,E„,q

= (n+l)(n

Define the volume form

+ 2)/2 ;

then the Dirac operator is

(3.13)

p = pv + PH

where Py = ¿Z,o}EíVe¡, Ph = Ew^«^£. > and the decomposition is independent of the bases in Hp and Vp. The computation of the Dirac operator on any
spinor can be reduced (locally) to that on spinors by the following well-known
formula:

(3.14)

P(fiip)= Y, v(Ei)fœEly/+ £ u(Ea)fœEay/+ fPxp.

For a (local) basic spinor and the split connection satisfying (3.5), we have

Liinma 3.3. P(<p)= -±£<y£i(V£,£;)!P - \\Z(oEa(VEaEß)Eßy/.
We are going to prove global results by making local calculations. Fix a
local basis as given above and take the corresponding basis of spinors. Define

X(X):Y(S\U) -> T(S\U) by setting
(3.15)

x(X)s = 2Vxs
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on a basic spinor s and then extending linearly over C°°(U). Observe that if
lef,
then X(X) = 1 ® X(X) with respect to the decomposition

(3.16)

r(S\U)=T(SH\U)®SG

where y is as in §2, that is, X = Aoad. It is also fundamental to note that there
is no reason why X(Ea) should be a constant operator over U. As elements of
Cliff(TN\U) we have the following formulae for X(X) :

(3.17)

¿(F,) = 4£(V£,F,)F,,

X(Ea)= -\Y,WEaEß)Eß.

The relation Lx = Vx —o(V.X), where a:T ®T* —>End S and Lx is the
Lie derivative, shows that when Jef,
X(X) = Lx on basic spinors. The
operator Lx = v(X) acts, too, on T(Sh\U) and hence we have the formula

(3.18)

Lx(s ® y/) = (Lxs) ® y/+ s ® x(X)y/

with respect to the decomposition (3.16). The advantage of the splitting is that
operators like 8x(s®y/) = LxS®x(X)y/ make global sense, and such operators
will be important in our calculations. We define, locally at first, the following
operators:

B = Y (0EaX(Ea)= ~\ Y (oEa(VEaEß)Eß
,

M = Y ojEíx(Eí)= - 2E o>Ei(VEiEj)Ej,
(3.19)

~

^

R = ¿^ œnLE, ® OJvX(Ei) ,

Qy = zZ whee¡ ®(¿>vE¡
;
where we are writing

œ = cüh ® Wk with

œy = isEx ■■■
Er and

ojh =

i'Er+x---En with 5= x2(r+l)(r + 2) and t = x2{(n+ l)(n + 2) - (r + l)(r + 2)} .
The operators M, R, and G> are globally defined, because every term which
enters has a global meaning. The operator 77 is not globally defined but is convenient for local calculations because it appears as the degree zero term of the
operator PH . With respect to the local decomposition r(S|C/) = C°°(Í7) ® Sp
we can define Qh = Y,v(Ea) ® 0)Ea . Then from Lemma 3.3 we see the following result.

Proposition 3.4. Pv = Qv + \M and PH = Qh + ¿B on L2(S\U).
Let A:spin(^) —>EndS^ . Then by the decomposition (3.17) 1 ® A acts on
L2(S). The following technical result is essential to our argument.

Proposition 3.5. The operator P2 + R commutes with the 1 ® A action of
spin(^).

Proof. Let X, Y e &. Then X and Y act on Sv by Clifford multiplication.
Hence X and Y act on L2(S) by decomposition (3.17) with no action on
L2(SH). We shall show

(3.20)

[P2,XY] = -[R,XY]

so P2 + R commutes with the even part of Cliff(^) and hence with spin(,f )
acting via 1 ® A. We shall use [A, B] = AB - BA for the commutator and
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{A, 77} = AB+BA for the anticommutator.

A simple calculation using crucially

(3.5) shows

,

{Qv,o)X} = -2u(X)®leT(SH)®SG,
{Qh,ojX} = 0, {B,œX} = 0, {M,coX} = -6X(X).

Thus, by Proposition 3.4, we have

(3.22)

{F, wl} = -2u(X) ® 1 - 3(1 ® X(X)).

Similarly a simple calculation now gives

(3 23)

[Qv ' U{X)® 1] = E °>hv(Eí)® œv[X, E¡],
[Qh,v(X)®1] = 0, [B,v(X)®1] = 0, [M,v(X)®l]

= 0,

and

(3 24)

lQv ' l ®X{X)]= S """^
[QH,i®X(X)] = 0,

0 Wf[^ ' *] '

[B,l®x(X)]

= 0,

[MG,x(X)] = 0.

To illustrate these calculations, we give the case of [77, v(X) ® 1]. This case
was chosen because VEaEß is not a constant vector field as it is in the group
case. We calculate

[77,v(X) ® 1]= -i [E^q(V£q^)F^,
(3'25)

= \ Y^xVEEß
=0

i/(*) ® l"

, Ey)toEaEßEy

by Corollary 3.2. Now since [P2, a>X] = [P, {P, coX}] and by Proposition
3.4 and equation (3.22) we have

(3.26)
Using the fact
(3.27)

[P2,œX] = Y''(Ei)®G>[X,Ei].
-[X(Ei), XY] = [X, Ei]Y + X[Y, E¡]

we calculate

[F2, XY] = [P2, coX]coY + coX[P2, coY]

= V v(Ei) ® co([X, Ei]Y + X[Y, Ei\)

(3.28)

^
= -YJv{.Ei)®o)[X(Ei),XY]
= -[R,XY].

This completes the proof of Proposition 3.5.

D

4. The case of an abelian group action
Let Tl act on N with discrete isotropy subgroups. Let {Ex, ... , E¡} he
an orthonormal basis for the Lie algebra &~ of Tl ; otherwise, we keep the
notation of §3. The calculations of §3 still hold, and we see that

(4.1)

R = M = 0.

Let E = Ei • • • E¡_x and F = E¡. Then, we have the following calculation.
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Lemma 4.1. (i) {coHE, 77} = 0, (ii) {coHE, QH} = 0, (iii) {coHE, Qv} =
2LF.
Proof. These are all obtained by a direct calculation using the definitions of
B, QH , and Qv and the following formulae:
(4.2)

o)Ea = Eaa>,

coEi = E¡(o,

a>2= 1.

As an illustration we shall give the proof of part (iii). First, notice that

(4.3)

E = Ex •••£/_!= -ojyF.

Thus, we calculate, as in equation (3.21):

{(oHE, Qv} = -{(OF, Qv}

(4.4)

= —y] LEj ® (œFcoEi + cúE¡o)F)

= ~Y,le,®

(FEi + E¡F) = 2LF. D

Proposition 4.2. {cohE , P} = 2LE ® 1.
Proof. By Proposition 3.4 P = Qh + Qv + \B and the result follows from
Lemma 4.1. D

Corollary 4.3. [F2, œHE] = 0.
Proof. We calculate

(4.5)

[P2,cohE] = [P,{P,cohE}]

since F is an invariant operator.

= 2[P,Le®1]

=0

D

Now we decompose L2(S) = J2 Vx into eigenspaces of F2 and further de^
compose Vx under the action of Tl :

(4.6)

Vx= YSe,x-

Since LF acts as a constant on any irreducible representation space of Tl, we
find the following:
Lemma 4.4. (i) {ojhE, P} is constant on Sg,x, (b) txœnE\Sgyx = 0.
Proof. Part (i) is immediate. We decompose St = S^ © S^ into eigenspaces
of i(ov. Then Vx = Vf ® ST = VXH® (S£ © Sf ) and coHE interchanges

V+ = VkH® S} and Vf = VXH
® Sf . D
Theorem 4.5. Ozz Sg x,P

has two eigenspaces p and -p which have the same

multiplicity.
Proof. Decompose Sg^ = Sg x ® ^g x into eigenspaces of coHE. Then,
dim S g x = dim Sf x and relative to this decomposition ojhE and F have

the following block form:
»»*-

(;-.)•

-(^)-

Thus {ojhE, P} = (20a _°2d) and, since this is constant, a = -d

= 0.

and trF|S0/i
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Now F2 is constant on Se ¿, and therefore, F has two eigenvalues p and
-p on Sgj where F2 = p2I on Sgtx ■The trace of F is given by

ttP\Se,x = p(mult(p) - mult(-p)).
Since this is zero, mult(/z) = xnult(-p).

D

5. The case of a nonabelian

group action

Let G be a compact nonabelian Lie group with rank G > 2 acting on N
by isometries with discrete isotropy. We keep the same notation as in §3, and
observe that M and R axe nonzero in this case. While this prevents the proof
for the abelian case from carrying over directly, we can use M in place of cohE
to give a proof in this case.
Now decompose L2(S) = Y^VX into eigenspaces of P2 + R. Since P2 is
an elliptic second order operator and 7? is a first order operator P2 + R is a
second order operator. This gives that the spaces Vx are finite-dimensional and
since P2 + R commutes with the 1 ® A action of spin(^) we obtain

Theorem 5.1. Vx= VXH
® SG for a finite-dimensional space Vx .

The proofs of the next three lemmas are similar to those of §2.

Lemma 5.2. tr My —0.

L«mma5.3. M2 = %p\\f.
Proof. Since zz is odd ojhCOv = (OyCOn= &>is a decomposition of the volume
form. Using the decomposition (3.16) we see that M acts on L2(Sh) ®Sg by

(5.1)

M = (Oh®Mg.

Now the powers of i in the volume forms have been chosen so of1 = 1 , coH =

(-l)""r, and o)2v= (-iy-x . Thus, M2 = co2H®(-l)^"-^M2
= Ml, and the
result follows from the group case, see §2. Of course p = \ ¿Z,a>oa is na^ tne
sum of the positive roots of G. D
Lemma 5.4. Decompose SG = S¿ © Sg into eigenspaces of MG, then dim S<£=
dimS^ and, as representation spaces of &, Sq = Sq = 2k~x Vp.

Proof. Since MG is constant and tr MG = 0, we have immediately that there
are only two eigenspaces and these have equal dimensions. If rank G = I and
k = \(l - 1) (for / odd) or zc = \l (I even), then SG = 2kVp. Thus, as
representation spaces of &, Sg and Sg consist of a number of copies of Vp.
Counting dimensions determines that there are 2k~x copies, so Sg = Sg =
2k~xVp. D
Now decompose Fj = J^Sg^ into isotypic components under the action
of & by x ■ We shall show that F has spectral symmetry on each Se ¿ by
showing txP\Sgtx = 0 and P2\Sg,x is constant. First there is a lemma.

Lemma 5.5. trM|Soi/l = 0.
Proof. We have Vx= VXH
® SG and SG = S+ © Sg so that
(5.2)

Vx= (VxH®S+)®(VxH®Sg-).
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Thus since Sg = Sg as representation spaces

(5.3)

Sm = ^,¿®^

and Sg x = Sg x as representation spaces and the lemma is proved.

□

Proposition 5.6. {M, Pv} = MPV + PyM = -67? + 9\\p\\2 is constant on Sd,x
and {M,PH} = 0.
Proof. By Proposition 3.4, P = Qv+Qh+jB+jM . Thus the proof is complete
when we show the following four operators are constant: (1) {M, Qv}, (2)
{M, Qh} , (3) {M, 77}, and (4) {M, M}. A direct calculation gives

{M, Qv} = -67?,
{M,B} = 0,

{M,QH} = 0,

{M,M} = 2M2= lS\\p\\2.

To complete the proof we have the following lemma showing R\Se j is constant.

Lemma 5.7. R\Sgtx is constant.
Proof. First a calculation:

R = E <»hLe¡® covX(Ei)

= -\((v ® 1 + 1 ® y)(f2)- i/(fl) ® 1 - 1 ® y(Q)),
where Q is the Casimir element of 9. Thus 7? is constant on irreducible
representations of & and the constant depends only on the representation.
Thus 7? is constant on Sgi x ■ □
Proposition 5.8. If A:Sgx^> Sgtx is any operator such that {M, A} isconstant,

then txA = 0.
Proof. Decompose Sgtx —S^ x © Sg x into (5.3). Then dimS^
and relative to this decomposition,

™

= dimSg"^

M and A have the following block form:

*-(s-„)•^-(:s).

with a = 3\\p\\ ¿ 0. Thus {M, A} = (2aüa _2ad) and since this is constant

a = -d and tr^ = 0.

D

Corollary 5.9. txP\Sg>x = 0 .
Theorem 5.10. Ozz Sgtx, P has two eigenvalues p and -p

and these have the

same multiplicity.
Proof. Since Se¡x c Vx, P2 + R is constant on Sg^. By Lemma 5.7, 7? is
constant on Sgj and so F2 is constant on Sg,x ■ Thus F has two eigenvalues
p and -p on Sg tx , where F2 = p2I on Sg ^ . The trace of F is given by

(5.7)

HP\Se,x = p(malt(p) - mult(-p)).

Since this is zero, mult(/z) = xnult(-p).

D

Corollary 5.11. For each p the eigenspaces of the Dirac operator corresponding
to p and -p are G-isomorphic.

6. The change of connection
We start by defining the difference tensor

(6.1)

S(X,Y)

= VXY-VXY
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where V is a connection on N which preserves the metric, V is the split
connection of §3, and X and Y axe vector fields. Using this, we can obtain

the following.
Proposition 6.1. P = P + T where P is the Dirac operator defined using V, P
is the split Dirac operator and T is Clifford multiplication by

- ±Y, (*EiS(Ei,Ej)Ej - \ £ coEiS(Ei,Eß)Eß

- i E 0)EaS(Ea, Ej)Ej - i E (¿>EaS(Ea
, Eß)Eß.
Proof. First, observe that by using (3.14) it is sufficient to prove

(6.2)

Pip = Py/ + Ty/

when \p is a basic spinor. On basic spinors, we have

*V = - i ¿2 a)Ei(VEiEj)Ejtp- \ Y coEi(VE,Eß)Eßy/
(6.3)

_ i Y œEa(VEaEj)Ej¥ - i £ coEa(VEaEß)Eßip
= Py/ + Tip. D

In the case when V = VL is the Levi-Civita connection, these expressions
simplify. Let PL denote the Dirac operator defined using the Levi-Civita connection.

Proposition 6.2. (i) SL(E¡,Ej) = 0,
(ii) SL(E¡ ,Ea) = -\ ¿Zß(Ei, [Ea, Eß])Eß ,

(iii) SL(Ea, Ei) = -\ ¿Zß{Ei, [Ea , Eß])Eß ,
(iv) SL(Ea,Ep) = \ ¿Zj(Ej, [Ea, Eß])Ej.
Proof. For any three orthonormal

vector fields, the Levi-Civita connection

sat-

isfies

(6.4)

(VLXY,Z) = ±«Z, [X, Y]) - (X, [Y, Z]) - (Y, [X, Z]>).

Using (3.4), (3.5), and (6.4), the results of Proposition 6.2 follow immediately. D
The result of Proposition 6.1 is now simplified considerably.
Theorem 6.3. PL = P + \Y,a

ß w[Ea, Eß]vEaEß , where the superscript

v de-

notes the vertical part.
Proof. This requires that we calculate TL = T for the Levi-Civita connection:

tL = - ? E a>EiS(E,,Ej)Ej - \ £ ojEíS(E¡, Ea)Ea
(6.5)

- \ Y o)EaS(Ea, Ei)E, - \ £ coEaS(Ea, Eß)Eß
= \Y,<o[Ea,Eß]vEaEß.

This last step follows since

( ' }

E,S(Ea , Ei) = -S(Ea , Ei)Ei, EaS(Ea , E,) = -S(Ea , E¡)Ea ,
S(Ei, Ea) = S(Ea , Et), and S(Ea , Eß) = [Ea , Eßf. D
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Let n denote the eta function of F and fj denote the eta function of F.
Then, if we define

(6.7)

A"= TVx [0,1],

P, = P + tT,

and D = Pt + d/dt,

thus, if Pt is an operator on N with P = Px and D is an operator on N x I,
we can use the result of [2]:

,*«m
(6.8)

•a n
mde\D=

/f

(z/(0) - z/(0)) + zz
a0 - ^-^-¿—-—-^-.

JNxi

2

By Corollary 5.11, we have z/(0) = 0. Since the adjoint of D is

(6.9)

D* = Pt-d/dt,

it follows that index D = 0. This is because, if Du = 0, set

v(n, t) = u(n, 1 - t),
then, D*v = 0. ThuskerD = kexD* as G spaces, that is, the G-index D = 0.
Let 77 = ker F and 77 = ker P be the spaces of harmonic spinors. Then, these
are G-spaces, and we define the characters

(6.10)

H(g) = tx(g\H) and H(g) = tx(g\H).

With this definition, h is the difference

(6.11)

h(g) = H(g) - H(g).

Now ojo is the constant term in the asymptotic expansion as t —*0 of
(6.12)

tre-í/ro-tre-'flí)\

Since G acts by isometries, the action of G commutes with both F0 and Px.
Hence, the action of G commutes with F, and therefore, with D and D*.
Thus ao is constant and does not depend on g. If we substitute these into
(6.8), we obtain the following result.
Theorem 6.4. Let fjG(0,g)

be the equivariant

P. Then, fjG(0, g) = a + H(g) - H(g)

eta invariant of the Dirac operator

where a = 2fNx¡ao

is constant.

Corollary 6.5. Reduced mod R(G), that is, as an element of R(G) ® R/R(G),
Vg(o , g) is constant.
Appendix. The rank one case
The results of this paper sometimes fail to hold in the rank one case. The
main difference in the rank one case, and the reason for this failure, is that our
operator M is a constant multiple of 1. Those symmetry results which are still
true, hold for different reasons. As an example consider the group SU(2). For
convenience we renormalize the metric (by a factor 8) so that \\p\\2 = 1. The
basic results in this case can be found in [5] and so we state them without proof.
The irreducible representations of SU(2), Vn, are indexed by the positive
integers, {zz}, with dim Vn = n . The spin module is S = C2 and V„ ® S =
Vn+X© F„_i with respect to the zz® y action. From [5] we see that

(ALI)

M =37
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and

(A1.2)

P = ö+§7.

The matrix of Q relative to the splitting of Vn® S is

<A'-3>

e=(V 7-.)-

It is now an easy matter to read off the spectrum of both Q and F.
Proposition A.l. The spectrum of Q is eigenvalue n - 1 with multiplicity n + 1
azza"eigenvalue -n - 1 with multiplicity zz- 1. The spectrum of P is eigenvalue
n + \ with multiplicity n + 1 azza"eigenvalue -n + \ with multiplicity n - 1.
Corollary A.2. When restricted to the space Vn® S the operators have the following traces:

trß|F„®S

= 0,

trA/|F„®S = 6zz,

trF|F„ ®S = 2zz.

Thus, we see that the operator F does not have spectral symmetry on V„®S.
However, the multiplicity of the eigenvalue -zz + 5 is the same as that of the
eigenvalue n-\
= (n-l)
+ \, namely zz- 1. We see, for different reasons
from those in the rest of this paper, that F has spectral symmetry.
The spectral symmetry of the Dirac operator on SU(2) is more subtle than
in the higher rank cases and can fail on Y\SU(2) for a discrete subgroup Y.

To see this consider Y = {I, -7} so Y\SU(2) = SO(3). While it is possible,
in principle, to calculate the eta invariant for SO(3) by using the complete
knowledge of the spectrum of P on SU(2) it is very much easier to use the
index theorem of [2]. This gives, for example, np(0) = -1/8 when we take the
trivial spin structure on SO(3).
A simple argument for spectral symmetry on a compact group G is to consider the map x >-»x~x . If its derivative lifts to a map of spin bundles, there
is spectral symmetry.

This is so for the trivial spin structure if and only if

ad: G -* SO(S') lifts to Spin. In the case of SO(3) the adjoint map does not

lift.
The case of a noncompact rank one group is discussed in [10] and the reader
is referred there for details of this case.
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